PUBLIC WITNESS

Scientific Progress at
Eleventh Open House

MANY EXHIBITS

Military Science Department

Demonstrates Use

of New Weapon

LEAD DINNER ROOM TO BE OPEN TO PUBLIC

Civil Engineers Exhibit Model Streamlined Train in Operation

Paving to be more complex than

ever before. By the end of the
first day of the Eleventh Annual Open House

held under the auspices of the

Student Combined Professional Societies,

will present exhibits of recent

progress in science and engineering

on Saturday, May 5, when the

building will be open for

public display from 10 a.m. to

7 p.m. 

Included in the exhibits, some

of which are new to the

public, are demonstrations of

hypnosis and other amusements.

Robert Fitzgerald, who will be

in charge of the exhibits, said

he expects the public to be

amazed, and to

increased with each

year.

In the lead-lined X-ray room, located

in the basement of Building 1, a X-ray

machine the size of a desk top will be

operating. Patrons will be allowed to

observe the operation through an

opening in the ceiling, as well as through an

opening in the floor. The machine will

be in operation for the entire day.

The Military Science Department

will demonstrate the

new weapon which has been

designed by the department of

Civil Engineering. Visitors will be allowed to

view the weapon, which will be on

display in the main lobby.

The exhibit will be open to the public

from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday, May 5.
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OPEN DOOR POLICY

Japan, according to the latest data from Tokyo, has no intention of violating China's sovereignty and integrity; desires the maintenance of peace in East Asia; has no burning loyer of Japan springing up in its own breast, and will not encourage the growth of militarism in China. Its attitude is that of a second-class matter in the Boston Post Office.

LONGER VACATIONS

The general class cutting which took place immediately before the spring recess from April 18 to 22, illustrates an unfortunate feature of our holiday periods. Many students living outside the city, especially those who live long distances away, did not wait for the scheduled first day of the vacation but took leave before the week-end in order to have a longer period at home. This condition must not be attributed to laziness on the part of the students who take these additional days off with some promise of compensation but with the idea that they can make up the work they miss in the last few classes. This they can do by borrowing notes from those who stay and working steadily over a sustained period and then making up for it afterwards. This attitude increases the feeling that the vacation is short enough anyway, and that he who returns will be obliged to continue the "grind" into at least May 1, the last day of classes. A teacher who assigns his work to be done in the last classes by those who do stay will be partly responsible for the situation.

The second reason, is the perfectly natural "setting down" before the beginning of vacation, which occurs when students have been working steadily over a sustained period and beginning to look forward to the time when they can forget classes and study their own subjects for pleasure during the holidays.

Go your own way on your own ships to Europe

College men and women are discovering that there is something new in Transatlantic ocean travel with the Manhattan and Washington. You'll find head-room, decks high up in the ship; large and beautiful public rooms; modern, well-ventilated cabins, and swimming pool; air-conditioned dining saloon; and all the modern comforts of home, such as the world's fastest cabins. With their modern, well ventilated cabins; tiled salon; modern, well ventilated cabins; the famous Manhattan and Washington steamers are sure to please you.

ST. LOUIS

Europe Cancelled

Your own way on your own ships to Europe.

German Students Invite their American Friends

FIVE tours through German cities are arranged per day, including board, hotel, and all excursions. Tours are arranged for April 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22, for 23 days. Special group tours to German universities, music festivals, etc., are arranged.

Tourist Class

The National Student Federation of America, The German Exchange Students Association, makes the tour possible.

The International Student Service

The German Exchange Students Association, the German Exchange Students Association, makes the tour possible.

OPEN ROAD

16 West 45th St., New York City

ST. LOUIS

United States Lines

Semi-Annual Cash Sale

New Haven, Cambridge

New York

Tourist Class

Order by the Case for your Home

Budweiser

Budweiser King of Bottled Beer

After golf or tennis, you'll find me most refreshing.
The Tech

Meet is Decided in Final Match as Stoson's Putt Falls By Inches

Looking for the last match by one stroke on the last hole and with the meet at 21-21, the varsity golf team pressed for the championship against the Waltham Country Club on Saturday afternoon. With the score tied and a chance to win the meet on his final putt, Johnny Bixon missed the shot. In a heart-breaking shot and lost his chance to win Stoson's Putt Falls by inches.

Flood and Everett defeated Kowalski who was second, and 23 for Technology. Bob Flood played machine-like golf as Kowalski was defeated by inches.

Meet Is Decided in Final Match

Golfers Defeated

In Close Contest

In the doubles, Flood and Everett defeated Kowalski and Sleeper, while flood and Bixon lost to Sleeper and Sadick.
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The clean Center Leaves are the mildest leaves

They Taste Better!

Wherever the finest tobaccos grow—in our own Southland, in Turkey, in Greece—all over the world, we gather the very Cream of the tobacco Crops for Luckies Strike. And that means only the clean center leaves. The center leaves are the mildest leaves—they taste better and farmers are paid higher prices for them. These clean center leaves are the only ones used in making Luckies. There "It's toasted"—for throat protection. And every Lucky is fully packed with these choice tobaccos—made round and firm, free from loose ends—that's why Luckies "keep in condition"—why you'll find that Luckies do not dry out—an important point to every smoker. Naturally, Luckies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.

"It's toasted"

// Luckies are all-ways kind to your throat

Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves

They Taste Better!